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Pharma companies urged to register payments to health care professionals
Experts have launched a consultation to see whether healthcare professionals should declare
dealings on a public register.
According to the Ethical Standards in Health and Life Sciences Group (ESHLSG) admission
of payment would be a important step towards clearer understanding between the medical
community, industry and patients across the UK and Europe.
UK based pharma companies will begin in spring to state how many medics receive payment
from them and the amount.
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All healthcare organisations, commercial companies and individual healthcare professionals
are being encouraged to complete the consultation questions on the ESHLSG website.
http://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/press-releases/consultation-launched-declaration-payments-pharmaceuticalindustry-healthcare-profess
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Concern over sale of unlicensed medicines in UK
A number of unlicensed medicines are being sold in the UK from Poland and other Eastern European countries says the MHRA, who
are the drugs watchdog for the UK
74 cases including prescription and pharmacy only were sold to corner shops in 2012.
A MHRA parallel import licence or a parallel distribution notification
should be obtained for products being supplied to the UK.
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The MHRA have produced guidance for consumers, retailers and
wholesalers to provide assistance in understanding and complying
with the UK regulatory requirements
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http://www.mddus.com/mddus/news-and-media/news/february-2013/concern-over-sale-of-unlicensedmedicines-in-uk.aspx
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Sales down by 15% in Spain.
Drug sales have fallen by an average of 15% over the past two years say 95% of
drug makers operating in Spain due to cost cutting that started in 2010.
Drug makers have put a number of measures in place in order to keep themselves
in the market.
For the short term - re-establishing pricing margins, reinforcing their regulatory environment and lowering costs and infrastructure
Longer term Improve product portfolios, plan to increase both prices and production volume and
joint ventures with Spanish or multinational partner
http://www.pharmatimes.com/Article/13-02-14/Spanish_cost_curbs_pharma_sales_down_15_over_two_years.aspx

Ban on parallel exports
Parallel exporting of 34 innovative products have had a temporary
ban on them announced the Greek Government.
This is due to low prices which have caused product shortages for
patients in Greece.
http://greece.1hnews.com/eof-prohibition-of-parallel-exports-to-34-drugs/866/

PRICE WATCH ............ UK
Five are added to category M in January
Five recently-launched products have been added to the ‘fast movers’
table with their January transfer to category M of the Drug Tariff of
pharmacy reimbursement prices. The five newcomers are buprenorphine 2mg sublingual tablets in packs of seven, 56-tablet packs of
venlafaxine 75mg, 30-tablet packs of desloratadine 5mg, 28-tablet
packs of irbesartan 75mg and 56-tablet packs of tolterodine 2mg.
To see more go to http://www.wavedata.co.uk/newinfo.asp and view our
article from this month’s Generics Bulletin.
WaveData
Subscribe to the industry's comprehensive source of news and analysis.
www.generics-bulletin.com
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Novartis “mistake” on Exelon

There was an interesting legal development concerning a drug marketed by Novartis. It was
EXELON (Rivastigmine) which was covered by a UK patent, GB 2203040. This patent was
contested by Mylan and the Appeals upheld the decision to invalidate this patent.

The interesting point concerning this action was that the patent in question was revoked
after it had expired. One may ask why bother? Well, it is possible that some generic producers, particularly Mylan, may consider they have a claim for lost revenue as a result of
this patent. It will be interesting to see developments on this matter.

The other element to this case is that the “obviousness” of this patent resulted from a series
of publications by a team of scientists at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem prior to the
filing, publication and grant of this patent. “Not a wise move”. One would have thought that
a company like Novartis would have notified their staff and employees not to publish anything on a pending patent as the possibility of ‘prior art’ could invalidate (and has!) the claim.

Sometimes,”mistakes” are made, but how costly will this one prove to be?

Martin Paltnoi
Managing Director
MPA Business Services Limited
www.mpasearch.co.uk

Second wave of CCGs is welcome
Pharmacy is now one step further to securing the commissioning of local services
as the second wave of clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) has been authorised.
Another 67 have been authorised, the total for authorised CCGs is now 101
The 67 CCGs authorised this week have completed a five-month assessment, 19
of them met all of the authorisation criteria. The 48 that did not meet with all the
criteria’s will continue to receive support from the NHS Commissioning Board.
http://www.commissioningboard.nhs.uk/2013/01/23/wave2-auth/

Expansion for Sainsbury's.
Sainsbury’s is planning to expand its in store Primary Care Service.
Another 7 GP surgeries will open in Sainsbury’s across the country this
year.
Sainsbury’s first GP open in 2008, they now have 13 in store GPs and 24 in
separate amenities – such as car parks.
This in store service is values by customers.
http://www.pharmatimes.com/Article/13-02-14/Sainsbury_s_to_open_more_GP_surgeries_in_stores.aspx

High-priority generics and other drugs are to be fast tracked in China
Drugs involving Chinese intellectual property (IP) and paediatric treatments will
qualify for fast-tracking under the new proposals, announce China’s State Food
and Drug Administration (SFDA).
A report by the SFDA’s centre revealed that nearly 60% of the 3,950 new drug applications received during 2012 involved products for which at least 20 generic alternatives were already available
400 products in 20 therapeutic classes will have their prices cut by an average of
15% and 20% for higher priced treatments as of the 1st February.
http://www.pharmatimes.com/Article/13-01-22/China_plans_to_fast-track_high-priority_generics_other_drugs.aspx

WaveData — Top ten products
According to WaveData, these were the most commonly investigated products in
searches of the online pricing data at http://www.wavedata.net
Both uk and pi prices were viewed for each product, giving some indication of
where the focus was in January 2013
Indapamide Tabs 2.5mg 28
Losartan Tabs 50mg 28
Simvastatin Tabs 20mg 28
Simvastatin Tabs 40mg 28
Losartan Tabs 25mg 28
Crestor Tabs 10mg 28
Irbesartan Tabs 150mg 28
Avodart Caps 0.5mg 30
Azithromycin Tabs 250mg 4
Desogestrel Tabs 75mcg 84

This bulletin now goes out to 3000 plus people, and it is growing each
month.
If you would like to add or suggest any articles/comments, please let me
know by the 13th March 2013, as I will be issuing the next one on the 20th
March 2013
If you have any colleagues who would like to receive this, please let them
know about it.
You can view all copies of the Bulletin at
http://www.wavedata.co.uk/newinfo.asp
Jackie Moss
WaveData Ltd
E-mail:

Jackie@wavedata.co.uk
07968 815192

